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TOOLBUS S 

Thee TOOLBUS [BK98] is a software coordination architecture that utilizes a scripting lan-
guagee based on process algebra [BW90] to describe the communication between software 
tools.. A TOOLBUS script describes a number of processes that can communicate with each 
otherr and with tools existing outside the TOOLBUS. In the current TOOLBUS implementa-
tion,, every tool is implemented as a single operating system process. A language dependent 
adapterr that translates between the internal TOOLBUS data format and the data format used 
byy the individual tools makes it possible to write every tool in the language best suited for the 
task(s)) it has to perform. 

Mostt of the work in this thesis is based on the TOOLBUS software coordination architec-
ture.. In some sense it is the leitmotif for our work, so it seems only appropriate that we start 
thiss first part by introducing the TOOLBUS. 

Onee of the most striking developments in the software industry over the last 10 years is the 
shiftt towards component based software development. Modern software systems are often 
designedd using a number of loosely coupled components. These components are then com-
binedd using a component or coordination architecture. Typical advantages of a component 
basedd approach are increased software reuse and easier maintenance. 

Somee of the well known component architectures used in industry today include OMG's 
CORBAA [Cor99], Microsoft's DCOM and SUN's JavaBeans [Ham99]. However, these sys-
temss are fairly low level, and can also be described as wiring standards. More high level 
coordinationn architectures that are actually used in an industrial setting are very hard to find, 
butt the Java based Inf oBus from SUN comes close. A good discussion on the use of com-
ponentt technology in general and CORBA and DCOM in particular can be found in [Szy97]. 

Thee TOOLBUS architecture is characterized by its formal basis in the form of process 
algebraa [BW90], and the use of a generic data exchange format makes this architecture truly 
languagee independent. 

AA  TOOLBUS script describes a number of processes inside the TOOLBUS that can com-
municatee with each other and with tools existing outside the TOOLBUS (Figure 2.1). 

Itt is important to note that TOOLBUS tools can only communicate with processes in the 
TOOLBUS.. They are not allowed to communicate directly with each other without interven-
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ToolBus: : 

Adapters: : 

Tools s 

AA Monitor 
protocol l 

Figuree 2.1: The TOOLBUS software application architecture 

tionn of the TOOLBUS. This ensures that the TOOLBUS script has complete control over the 
communicationn between tools. 

Eachh tool is connected to the TOOLBUS using an adapter. An adapter is some interface 
codee that is responsible for the connection with the TOOLBUS, and converts between "native" 
dataa formats used inside a tool and the common data exchange format used by the TOOLBUS. 

TOOLBUSS adapters are language specific. This means each language (implementation) needs 
itss own adapter to connect to the TOOLBUS. At this point we have about a dozen adapters for 
aa wide range of languages varying from Tcl/Tk to COBOL. 

TOOLBUSS processes are described as process expressions which are built using primi-
tivee TOOLBUS actions and process composition operators. The following sections give an 
overvieww of the most important TOOLBUS primitives and operators. A complete overview 
cann be found in Appendices A, B, and C. 

2.11 Communication between TOOLBUS Processes 

Theree are two mechanisms available for processes in the TOOLBUS to communicate with 
eachh other, message passing and selective broadcasting. A process can synchronously send 
aa message using the snd-msg primitive which must be received by another process using 
thee r e c - m sg primitive. Both of these primitives take a variable number of arguments. Data 
iss transfered between sending and receiving process using matching. The argument terms 
off  the snd-msg and r e c - m sg primitives are matched against each other. These argument 
termss can contain result variables, indicated by a trailing question mark (?). When such a 
variablee matches with a subterm, that subterm is assigned to the variable. For example, if 
communicationn occurs between: 

snd-msg(text("Helloo world!")) 
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and d 

r e c - m s g { t e x t ( T ? )) ) 

Thee value "He l l o w o r l d! " is assigned to T. 
AA process can send a note using s n d - n o te to all processes that have subscribed, using 

s u b s c r i b e,, to that particular note type. The receiving processes read notes asynchronously 
usingg r e c - n o t e, at low priority. Transmitting notes amounts to asynchronous selective 
broadcasting.broadcasting. Data transfer is again accomplished using matching. 

2.22 Communication between TOOLBUS and Tools 

AA  TOOLBUS process can initiate communication with a tool by sending a message to a tool 
usingg snd-do, or s n d - e v al when an answer is expected. A process can receive the answer 
too a s n d - e v al request using the r e c - v a l ue action. 

AA tool can initiate communication by sending an event to the TOOLBUS. A TOOLBUS 

processs receives this event using the r e c - e v e nt primitive and must acknowledge the event 
usingg the s n d - a c k - e v e nt primitive. 

Thee execution and termination of the tools attached to the TOOLBUS as well as their 
connection/disconnectionn can be controlled explicitly. The e x e c u te action starts a new 
tool,, while the r e c - c o n n e ct action waits for a tool to connect itself to the TOOLBUS. 

Thee s n d - d i s c o n n e ct action actively disconnects a tool, while the r e c - d i s c o n n e ct 
actionn waits until a tool disconnects itself from the TOOLBUS. 

2.33 Process Composition 

Moree complex processes can be created using process composition operators for choice (+ 
operator),, sequential composition (. operator), parallel composition (| | operator), iteration 
(binaryy * operator) and guarded (conditional) execution (the i f - t h e n -f i operator). The 
testt part of the i f - t h e n -f i uses expressions as discussed in the next section. The process 
creationcreation primitive c r e a te can be used to create new process instances. 

Processs algebra semantics of the + operator (and consequently the | | operator because its 
semanticss are expressed in terms of + and .) demand a non-deterministic choice between 
thee alternative process expressions. In the TOOLBUS this is modeled by random selection of 
alternativess when both alternatives are valid. 

2.44 Types and Variables 

Thee TOOLBUS uses a common datatype called ATerm to represent data. ATerm stands for 
AnnotatedAnnotated Term. The annotation mechanism is not visible from within TOOLBUS scripts, 
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andd will be discussed in Chapter 6 in more detail. Only ATerms can be exchanged between 
toolss and the TOOLBUS. 

AA limited set of operations is available from within TOOLBUS scripts to analyze and trans-
formm these terms. 

Al ll  terms within the TOOLBUS are typed. The TOOLBUS defines a number of basic types 
forr booleans, integers, reals, strings, and binary strings. Complex types can be formed using 
aa list constructor or function application. The type te rm is a supertype of all other types. 

Thee l e t - i n - e n d l et construction makes it possible to declare variables. Assignment to 
variabless is possible via the : - operator. On the right-hand side of this operator, expressions 
cann be given using a number of prefix functions operating on values over the basic types. 
Typicall  functions include the (in)equality check (equal and n o t - e q u a l ), functions oper-
atingg on booleans like and, or and not, and functions operating on lists like f i r s t and 
n e x t.. Appendix C contains a complete overview of all functions available in expressions. 

2.4.11 A Producer/Consumer Example 

Inn Figure 2.2 an example is presented that models the relationship between a producer and 
multiplee consumers. The producer produces numbers that are printed by a pair of consumer 
processes.. Note that this example uses some TOOLBUS primitives that have not been dis-
cussedd yet, namely the p r i n t f action that can be used to write output to the screen, and the 
d e l taa action that represents deadlock. Figure 2.2 also shows the output of the TOOLBUS 

script,, p r o d u ct is a user-defined function symbol used to match corresponding snd-msg 
andd r e c - m sg actions. Note that because the d e l ta action is never executed, it can effec-
tivelyy be used in combination with the iteration operator to implement an endless loop. 

2.55 A Calculator Example 

Inn this example a TOOLBUS script is presented that connects two tools, a calculator tool 
thatt calculates expressions and a user interface tool that asks the user for an expression and 
presentss its value as result. 

Thiss TOOLBUS script contains two processes, a USER-INTERFACE process (Figure 2.3) 
thatt handles user interface events and a CALC process (Figure 2.4) communicating with the 
calculatorr tool. 

Inn addition to these processes, two tools are introduced by tool declarations. The string 
followingg command = will be executed as a command by the underlying operating system 
too create an instance of the tool. A tool declaration also introduces a new type, that can later 
bee used to declare tool identifier variables of that type. 

Thee USER-INTERFACE process (Figure 2.3) uses three variables. The first one, UI, is a 
tooll  identifier of type u i . The second variable E contains an expression to be calculated, the 
thirdd variable V contains the calculated result. 

Thee USER-INTERFACE process first starts the user interface tool. The variable UI is a 
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%%% The producer produces consecutive numbered products. 
processs PRODUCER is 
let t 
NN : int 

in n 
NN := 1 . 
(( snd-msg(product(N)) . 
NN := add(N,l) 

)) * delta 
endlet t 

%%% The consumer consumes any product it can get hold of. 
processs CONSUMER(ID : term) is 
let t 
NN : int 

in n 
(( rec-msg(product(N?)) . 
printf("CONSUMER(%t)) consumes product %d\n", ID, N) 

}} * delta 
endlet t 

toolbus(PRODUCER,, CONSUMER(l), C0NSUMER(2)) 

Output t 
CONSUMER(1)) consumes product 1 
CONSUMER(2)) consumes product 2 
CONSUMER(2)) consumes product 3 
CONSUMER(1)) consumes product 4 
CONSUMER(2)) consumes product 5 

Figuree 2.2: Producer/consumer example 

resultresult occurrence of UI, because it is followed by a question mark (?). When a variable is 
usedd as a result variable a value is assigned to it, in contrast with a value occurrence of a 
variablee (without a following ?), when the current value of the variable is substituted. In this 
case,, the tool identifier for the new instance of the user interface tool (ui) is assigned to UI. 

Afterr starting the ui tool, the USER-INTERFACE process enters a loop waiting for e x pr 
eventss from the newly created user interface tool. Such an event is generated when the user 
enterss an expression and wants to evaluate it. At this point the user interface tool generates an 
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tooll ui is { command = "wish-adapter -script ui-calc.tcl" } 

processs USER-INTERFACE is 
let t 
UII : ui, 
EE : str, 
VV : term 

in n 
execute(ui,, UI?) . 
(( rec-event(UI, expr(E?)) . 
snd-msg(calc,, expr(E)) . 
rec-msg(calc,, expr(E, V?)) . 
snd-ack-event(UI,, expr(E, V)) 

)) * 
rec-event(UI,, quit) 
snd-ack-event(UI,, quit) . 
shutdown("Goodbye!") ) 

endlet t 

Figuree 2.3: The USER-INTERFACE process 

exprr event, for instance expr (" 3 + 4 ") . The expression " 3+4 " is assigned to the variable 
E,, and sent to the CALC process for evaluation using the snd-msg action. The result is 
receivedd in the r e c - m sg action and returned to the user interface tool using s n d - a c k-
e v e n t. . 

Thee loop continues until the user interface tool generates a q u i t event, for instance when 
thee user presses the Qu it button. 

Noww we turn our attention to the CALC process (Figure 2.4). It starts the calculator tool 
andd waits for calculation requests. It sends them to the calculator tool and sends the result 
back. . 

Thee last construct of every TOOLBUS script is the TOOLBUS configuration that starts a 
numberr of processes in parallel. In this case the processes USER-INTERFACE and CALC 
aree created and execution begins: 

toolbus(USER-INTERFACE,CALC) ) 
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tooll calc is { command = "calc" } 

processs CALC is 
let t 
Calcc : calc, 
EE : str, 
VV : term 

in n 
execute(calc,, Calc?) . 
(( rec-msg(calc, expr(E?)) . 
snd-eval(Calc,, expr(E)) . 
rec-value(Calc,, V?) . 
snd-msg(calc,, expr(E, V)) 

)) * delta 
endlet t 

Figuree 2.4: The CALC process 

2.66 The Connection between TOOLBUS and Tools 

Inn order to connect tools written in an arbitrary programming language, an adapter is needed 
forr that language. An adapter is a piece of software that is used to establish connections 
withh the TOOLBUS, and to convert data between the format used internally by the language 
implementationn and the TOOLBUS ATerm format. 

Adapterss have been developed for a number of languages, including C, Java, Perl, Tcl/Tk, 
Python,, SwiProlog, ASF+SDF, and even COBOL. From the TOOLBUS point of view, there 
iss no semantic difference between tools written in any of these languages, making it the ideal 
vehiclee to construct complex distributed systems using tools written in several languages 
withoutt suffering from the usual interoperability problems. 

Usingg special purpose adapters often makes it possible to reuse programs off-the-shelf, 
withoutt even recompiling them. Some examples of the kind of tools we can now use as 
TOOLBUSS tools are the interactive plotting program gnuplot, the text editor emacs, and the 
animationn tool samba. 

2.77 Debugging TOOLBUS Applications 

Ann important feature of the TOOLBUS is the built-in monitor protocol, which is an extension 
off  the regular communication protocol between TOOLBUS and tools. A tool can send two 
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differentt message to the TOOLBUS: a s n d - v a l ue message as a reply to an earlier snd-
e v all  received from the TOOLBUS, and a s n d - e v e nt to signal an event that originated in 
thee tool itself. 

AA regular tool can receive three different messages from the TOOLBUS, a r e c - e v al 
messagee to perform some operation that returns some value back to the TOOLBUS (using 
s n d - v a l u e ),, the r e c - do message when no result is expected back, and the r e c - a c k-
e v e ntt as a indication that a s n d - e v e nt has been processed. 

AA  monitor tool introduces three special tool types: the logger, viewer, and controller. A 
loggerr tool can be used to log process and tool activity, the viewer tool is a logger tool that 
cann also control the execution speed of TOOLBUS processes, for instance to allow single 
stepping.. The controller tool is a viewer tool that is also capable of changing the internal 
statee of processes. 

Thee current TOOLBUS distribution contains a viewer tool written in the user interface 
scriptingg language Tcl/Tk [Ous94]. Using the monitor protocol, the viewer tool is notified of 
statee changes in the TOOLBUS. For instance, whenever a new TOOLBUS process is created, 
thee viewer tool is informed of the name and process-id of the new process. 

Thee standard viewer tool implements a debugging interface consisting of a source window 
andd a TOOLBUS window. Figure 2.5 shows the viewer while stepping through the calculator 
examplee discussed in Section 2.5. 

Inn the source window, the TOOLBUS script being executed is displayed, and actions that 
aree executed are highlighted. The user can run or step through the execution of processes, and 
cann set breakpoints by double clicking on a specific source line. In the TOOLBUS window a 
picturee is drawn of the current processes and tools connected to the TOOLBUS. In this pic-
ture,, arrows are drawn indicating communication taking place between tools and processes. 
Doublee clicking on a process in the TOOLBUS window opens a new window containing the 
variabless of the selected process and their current values. 

Althoughh the debugging approach described in this section has proved very useful, it has 
twoo major drawbacks: 

1.. The main debugging component, the viewer, is a monolithic piece of Tcl/Tk code and 
iss therefore hard to extend. 

2.. Only the external communication behavior of the tools can be observed. The tools 
connectedd to the TOOLBUS are treated as black boxes. There is no way to inspect the 
locall  state of tools. 

Wee will show that using the generic debugging techniques described in this thesis, we can 
eliminatee these problems. 
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|| ToolBus Viewer (calc-s imple. tb) a a 
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processs CALC is 

EE : str, ! 
VV : term 

in n 
executee (calc, Calc?) . 
(rec-msg(calc,, expr(E?)) . 

snd-eval(Calc,, expr(E)) . 
rec-value(Calc,, V?). 
snd-msg(calc,, expr(E, V)) 

)) * delta 
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toolbus(USER-INTERFACE ,, CALC) 
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Figuree 2.5: Debugging the calculator demo using the viewer 

2.88 The TOOLBUS as a component/coordination architecture 

Inn this section, we will compare the TOOLBUS to various component architectures and coor-
dinationdination architectures. While the term component architectures originates from the software 
industry,, the term coordination architecture originates from the academic world. Although 
bothh types of architectures focus on composition of software components to build distributed 
systems,, their foundations are different. As can be expected, component architectures focus 
onn economic advantages of using components: increased productivity of software engineers 
andd programmers, better project control and easier software reuse. Coordination architectures 
tendd to focus on more 'academic advantages' like theoretical foundations of the architectures, 
expressivenesss of formalisms and the theoretical possibility to prove certain properties like 
correctness,, compositionality and real time characteristics. Because of these different view-
points,, components in component architectures are often quite large, while components in 
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coordinationn architectures tend to be more fine grained. 
Wee will discuss a number of component architectures (2.8.1 - 2.8.3), and two coordination 

architecturess (2.8.4 - 2.8.5). The TOOLBUS can be seen as a mixture of the two. As a 
coordinationn architecture it originated from the academic world and it has a clear theoretical 
foundationn in the form of process algebra. When we look at the TOOLBUS as as component 
architecturee we find that its components are not very fine grained and software engineering 
benefitss like component reuse and programmer productivity are important issues. 

2.8.11 CORBA 

CORBAA has been developed by the Object Management Group (OMG). This consortium set 
outt to solve the problem of interaction between object-oriented systems implemented in dif-
ferentt languages and running on different platforms. The solution they came up with was the 
CommonCommon Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA). 

Thee target of CORBA was to make it possible to connect a wide variety of languages, imple-
mentations,, and platforms. This ambitious goal has one major downside. Individual CORBA 
implementationss cannot talk to each other on an efficient binary level, but must communicate 
usingg high-level protocols. 

CORBAA essentially offers a form of portable remote method calls. As such, it offers a much 
cleanerr model than traditional techniques based on remote procedure calls or even lower level 
abstractionss like direct socket communication. A number of object service specifications 
(CORBAservices)) try to lif t this level of abstraction even higher, by standardizing support 
forr high-level services that are important for enterprise level applications. Included are ser-
vicess that provide a security mechanism, object persistence, a transaction mechanism, support 
forr change management, concurrency, and an event notification service. Meta-information 
cann be specified using the CORBA Interface Description Language (IDL). 

Notee that CORBA does not offer any sophisticated memory management support. This 
meanss that without any standardized way to solve these problems, ad hoc solutions will be 
usedd in practice to avoid memory leaks. 

2.8.22 DCOM 

DCOMM is the distributed version of the Microsoft's Common Object Model (COM), which has 
evolvedd from the OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) framework on Microsoft Windows 
platforms. . 

COMM is first and foremost an efficient, low-level binary standard. A component in COM 
consistss of a number of interfaces, each containing a table with function pointers (a vtable). 
Dataa is transfered between components on different platforms using a common representation 
(Networkk Data Representation, NDR). COM offers a security mechanism, and a complicated 
persistencee mechanism. Meta-information is specified using the COM Interface Description 
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Languagee (IDL)1, and then compiled into type libraries. 
Iff  we try to look at DCOM as a component architecture instead of a wiring standard, we 

findd that much of its features are needlessly complex, partly because of the emphasis on effi-
ciency,, and partly because the DCOM standard has evolved from a complex platform specific 
framework.. Typical examples of this complexity are the error prone way in which distributed 
memoryy management is organized using reference counting, and the use of 'dispatch' and 
'dual'' interfaces to make it possible to call component methods in a generalized matter. 

2.8.33 Java based component architectures 

Thee Java success story is also extending towards component software. Any component ar-
chitecturee that is based on 'pure' Java can automatically use standard Java features like intro-
spectionn to retrieve meta information and serialization to store persistent objects. 

JavaBeansJavaBeans The JavaBeans standard introduces a very lightweight approach to component 
software.. The standard is aimed at creating small to medium-sized controls and is therefore 
nott very suitable as a 'general purpose' component architecture. However, the JavaBeans ar-
chitecturee is general enough to be used as a base layer for the InfoBus component architecture 
discussedd below. 

RMIRMI The Java Remote Method Invocation standard (RMI) can be used to call methods 
acrosss Java virtual machines and across networks. It can be seen as a component architecture, 
ass it offers features like object copying across network connections, a naming service to find 
remotee objects, and most important, fully distributed garbage collection. 

InfoBusInfoBus The InfoBus architecture is based on the concept of the information bus metaphore, 
nott unlike the TOOLBUS. Objects can plug into this information bus, and listen to events they 
aree interested in. The InfoBus is built on top of the JavaBeans standard, and adds standard-
izationn of data transfer between JavaBeans. 

JavaSpacesJavaSpaces The JavaSpaces architecture offers an interesting approach to component soft-
ware.. Instead of being based on a message passing or remote procedure call paradigm, JavaS-
pacess is based on a shared memory paradigm. It is also interesting because it is an example of 
academicc cross-fertilization. Many of the ideas behind JavaSpaces are directly derived from 
thee Linda coordination architecture [Gel85]. 

Inn the JavaSpaces architecture, components communicate using a number of object spaces. 
Thesee object spaces represent an abstract form of shared memory. Each component can put 
objectss into such an object space, inspect them, and remove objects from an object space. 

Thee JavaSpaces implementation relies heavily on RMI for communication between com-
ponentss and object spaces. 

11 COM's IDL is completely unrelated to CORBA's IDL. 
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2.8.44 Linda 

Mostt coordination and component architectures are based on message passing. In contrast, 
Lindaa [Gel85] is a coordination architecture that is based on the shared memory paradigm. 
Al ll  components communicate using a central 'tuple space1. Linda offers a small number of 
primitivess to place tuples in this tuple space, inspect tuples, and to take tuples out of the tuple 
spacee again. Reading tuples is done using matching. 

2.8.55 Manifold 

Mostt coordination languages aim at making a clear separation between communication and 
computation.. Manifold [ Arb961 does this by separating components (processes) into two cat-
egories:: worker processes and manager processes. Worker processes perform computations 
onn data transferred through channels connected to the input and output ports of the processes. 
Managerr processes control the creation and destruction of processes and channels. 

2.8.66 TOOLBUS strengths 

Onee common characteristic among the previously discussed component architectures is that 
thee medium used by components to communicate is fixed. CORBA, COM, and Java's RMI 
alll  use remote method invocation. The only thing configurable in such architectures is which 
componentss are actually connected. The InfoBus offers a couple of different data exchange 
methodss like a subscription and a broadcast mechanism. JavaSpaces offer the object spaces 
too communicate. 

Thee TOOLBUS on the other hand can be programmed using process descriptions in the 
formm of T - s c r i p t s. The possibility to express the coordination logic of a distributed ap-
plicationn in a special purpose coordination layer offers a number of advantages. 

Becausee the component interaction is described at a high level of abstraction, language 
constructss can be used that are well suited for this task. A typical example of this kind of 
constructt is the non-deterministic choice operator ( + ). Not many languages have a use for 
thiss kind of operator, but it is very useful when describing the behaviour of (communicating) 
processes. . 

Thee TOOLBUS enforces that the coordination logic is "pulled out" of the components, 
havingg the effect of making them more general. This in turn promotes software reuse at 
thee component level. As one author puts this "The TOOLBUS promotes the use of generic 
solutionssolutions to specific problems" |dJ99]. It is not uncommon that a set of TOOLBUS tools is 
soo generic that a number of different applications can be constructed by only changing the 
TOOLBUSS script that connects them. 

Thee use of a specialized language to describe the possible interactions between tools has 
anotherr major benefit. Much of the "meta-information" that needs to be specified manually 
withh the other architectures, for instance using some IDL, can be derived automatically in 
thee TOOLBUS case. Automatic derivation of component interface descriptions is a major 
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strengthh of the TOOLBUS, and actually changed the way we design and implement software. 
Onee of the most important deliverables of the design process is now a fully functional T-
s c r i ptt that acts as an "executable design specification". Based on this script, a set of tool 
interfacess is generated that provide an excellent starting point for the implementation of the 
individuall  tools. When the initial design changes, the T - s c r i pt needs to be changed as 
well.. In this case the tool interfaces are regenerated, and the tools can be adapted to fit their 
changedd interfaces. 

Whenn compared to the TOOLBUS the other component architectures operate at a lower 
levell  of abstraction. Except for the JavaSpaces architecture, the other approaches can be 
characterizedd as "wiring standards" [Szy97]. If a developer wants to isolate the communica-
tionn behavior of an application on a higher level of abstraction he is forced to introduce one 
orr more controlling components that regulate this communication. But because there is no 
standardd approach for this, each developer has to reinvent the wheel in this area and differ-
entt approaches are incompatible. The TOOLBUS architecture offers exactly this: a central 
componentt that controls the communication between other components in a system. This 
inn combination with a specialized language to describe this communication offers a powerful 
approachh to tackle the intricate problem of developing heterogeneous distributed applications. 

2.8.77 TOOLBUS weaknesses 

Whenn we compare the TOOLBUS to the previously discussed component architectures, we 
findfind weaknesses in two categories: performance and functionality. 

PerformancePerformance problems The TOOLBUS performance is lacking because of two major design 
decisions.. The first decision is the choice for a centralized approach. Conceptually, all com-
municationn between components and therefore all data transfers go through the TOOLBUS. 

Thiss means that in many distributed applications the TOOLBUS will be the bottleneck. In 
orderr to lif t this bottleneck while keeping the conceptually simple view of a centralized me-
diatingg bus intact, it will be necessary to transparently route the actual data communication 
directlyy between tools. Future research is needed to find out if it is possible to use static or 
dynamicc T - s c r i pt analysis for this purpose. 

Thee second design decision that influences the performance is the use of a common data 
exchangee format in the form of ATerms. Most other component architectures use a similar 
approachh to exchange data between components located on different hosts or in different 
processess on the same host. But in the TOOLBUS case, ATerms are used to exchanged data 
evenn in the case where components are located in the same operating system level process. 

LackingLacking functionality If we make a pass over the features offered by the other component 
architectures,architectures, we can quickly identify some important areas in which the TOOLBUS is lacking 
support: : 

 Distributed garbage collection 
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 Transactions 

 Security 

 Persistency 

Mostt of these shortcomings can be overcome by programming the support using the T-
s c r i p t,, in combination with some specialized tools. This has two drawbacks however. 
First,, a T- s c r i pt should be a relatively small and clear description of the communication 
allowedd between components. Adding support for some of the missing TOOLBUS features 
mightt reduce the amount of clutter in T - s c r i p ts significantly. 

Secondly,, because this kind of support is not standardized, each TOOLBUS programmer 
hass to "reinvent the wheel". In cases where support from the components is required, different 
solutionss might not be compatible with each other. This in turn would make component reuse 
moree difficult. This suggests that it would be beneficial to develop standard solutions for these 
problemss and distribute these standard solutions with the TOOLBUS. 

2.8.88 Enlarging the TOOLBUS application domain 

Too widen the application domain of the TOOLBUS architecture, the efficiency has to be im-
provedd drastically. We believe that static and dynamic analysis of T - s c r i p ts can be used 
too transparently break the centralized nature of the TOOLBUS. This could lead to an archi-
tecturee whose efficiency is comparable to that of CORBA. The DCOM approach of using direct 
methodd calls when working with in-process components will be hard to match, but compara-
blee performance can be reached in the case where both approaches need to use interprocess 
communication. . 

Standardizationn of features like distributed garbage collection, transactions, a security 
mechanism,, and persistence is important to increase the reusability of TOOLBUS tools. An-
otherr important area in which this kind of standardization can have a major impact is the area 
off  compound documents. This includes support for things like drag and drop, some clipboard 
mechanism,mechanism, and a standardized way to mix document content from different components. 
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